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Hello, Salaam, Shalom & 
Namaste to you all!

This booklet is an extremely basic introduction to
some of the major religions of the world and is
merely a stepping stone towards promoting
understanding and diversity of all beliefs in our
society.

Student life is often defined by clubs, gigs and the
occasional humdrum of actual academia. How
often do we actually come out of our bubble of self-
involvement to take a look at the world around us
and enjoy the diversity of our peers, to stop and
wonder what the reality is behind the stereotype?

People are always telling us we are ‘the future’ and
that ‘the youth of today are the leaders of
tomorrow’. So in this microcosm of campus life,
what does our future look like? Ignorance,
intolerance and worst of all, apathy. This is what we
are aiming to break down with Multi-Faith Week.

This week is not about converting anyone. It’s not
about trying to change the world overnight, and it’s
not about being merely ‘tolerant’ of each other. It’s
about reaching out to one another, encouraging
understanding and appreciation of our different
faiths and cultures. It’s about paving the way for
dialogue, not debate.

Multi-Faith Week is about recognizing and rejoicing
in the diversity among us – as students, as
societies, and as a community.

All the events for the week are alcohol-free and the
official multi-faith events include free halal, kosher
& vegetarian refreshments!
We hope you enjoy all the events and benefit from
them, and look forward to seeing you throughout
the week! J

Welcome to
Multi-Faith
Week 2004!
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Buddhism is a religion to some people, a
philosophy for some, a way of life for some. It
was founded over 2500 years ago by Siddhartha
Gautama, an Indian prince. Having lived his
early life in luxury, he became disillusioned with
the world on seeing an old man, a sick man, and
a dead man. He left his home to seek total
eradication of all suffering. After trying and
mastering all the spiritual paths prevalent at that
time and not finding what he wanted, he realised
that extremes of pleasure and self mortification
cannot bring about liberation from suffering. He
finally gained enlightenment through his own
efforts and out of compassion for all suffering
beings, started to preach his path of liberation. 

According to Buddhism, every action, good or
bad, has its consequences. We are caught up in
the cycle of birth and death due to our
ignorance and attachment to things that are
impermanent in nature. To be free we need to
realise the true nature of things. The Buddha
preached the 8-fold path consisting of moral
precepts, meditation and wisdom. Buddhism
also lays great emphasis on compassion for all
living beings. 

With the passage of
time, Buddhism spread
throughout Asia, from
Japan to Afghanistan.
Two main branches of
Buddhism developed:
Theravada (the way of
elders) and Mahayana
(the greater vehicle)
including Zen, Tibetan
and pure land
schools.

If you want to take away something from
Buddhism that you can apply in your life, simply
learn to develop a greater mindfulness and
awareness in your activities. In short, ‘eat when
you eat, sleep when you sleep.’

Buddhism
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• You don’t have to believe in anything blindly to
be a Buddhist. Buddhism teaches that the truth
and happiness can only be realised through
your own efforts, and not through belief. 

• You don’t have to be a Buddhist to greatly
benefit from Buddhist teachings. 

• Buddhism teaches that you don’t have to
depend on any external being or entity outside
of yourself for your happiness and freedom
from suffering.

• Buddhism teaches that enlightenment is within
reach of every person. Buddhas are human
beings who have completed the path and
reached nirvana. They are not all-powerful
gods. 

• There are no commandments in Buddhism,
although there are some precepts that people
adopt for progress in the spiritual path leading
to liberation.

• Buddhist monks and nuns have to follow more
than 200 rules all the time! 

Some interesting
facts about
Buddhism
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Christianity teaches that we are all separated
from God through our rebellion before him and
that the effects of this can be seen through the
troubles in the world around us.  However,
because of God’s love we are offered the
opportunity to be restored to him through his
son Jesus.   

Common misconceptions about
Christianity
Christianity is all about obeying lots of rules,
being ‘nice’ and going to church. Also it’s a
western religion for the elderly and people are
only Christians because their parents were.
To be a Christian you have to be serious and
miserable and can’t have any fun.  Christians
also think sex is dirty or wrong.

Real i ty
At its heart Christianity is about a relationship
with God and a following of Jesus Christ.  It’s
about freely being given forgiveness instead of
having to earn it by our own good works and
trying hard.
More people are becoming Christians than at
any time in history.  There are now over 2 billion
worldwide, with most in Asia, Africa and the
Americas.

Christian Song
Amazing Grace, how
sweet the sound, 
That saved a wretch like me....
I once was lost but now am found,
Was blind, but now, I see
Christianity – facts:

Christianity
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• The first translation of the Bible into English
was in 1382 A.D., by John Wycliff. 

• In 1747, the first American mention of the
Christmas tree occurred. However, it was a not
a tree but instead a pyramid made out of
wood and decorated with apples and
evergreen boughs.  

• The abbreviation Xmas for the word Christmas
is of Greek origin. Since the word for Christ in
the Greek language is Xristos, which starts
with the letter "X," they started putting the X in
place of Christ and came up with the short
form for the word Christmas. 

• The Bible was written by over 40 authors over
a period of 1500 years. 

• The biggest selling Christmas single of all time
is Bing Crosby's "White Christmas." 

• In 1631, two London bible printers accidentally
left the word "not" out of the seventh
commandment, which then read, "Thou shalt
commit adultery." This legendary book is now
known as the "Wicked Bible."

• The longest chapter in the Bible is Psalm 119,
which is 176 verses. 

• The Shroud of Turin is the single most studied
artifact in human history. 

• The world's largest church is located in
Yamoussoukro, which is the capital of Cote
d'Ivoire, Africa. 

Some interesting
facts about
Christianity
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Hinduism is not only a religion but a way of life.
Predating recorded history is the world's oldest
religion! It has no founder but is based on divine
revelations of sages, this knowledge is contained in
four separate books called the Vedas. 

The word "Hindu" comes from the name of the river
Indus, which flows 1800 miles from Tibet through
Kashmir and Pakistan to the sea. Originally the
name referred to people living in a particular region
of the world, regardless of their faith; so in the 18th
century someone could quite sensibly be described
as a "Hindu Muslim".

A popular misconception is that Hindus worship
many different gods and goddesses. They believe
god is formless, but often pray in front of images
and deities to make worship more focussed. Hindus
believe in only one god and the different names and
forms allow a way of expression of the different
attributes and aspects of god. 

The concept of avatara means “to descend or come
down“, Hindus believe god came to earth when it
was needed, to re-establish the righteousness. 

Hindus believe in karma and that their actions will
have consequences, this is intertwined with their
beliefs on reincarnation. They believe one can break
this cycle of death and rebirth when one reaches a
state of enlightenment or liberation- moksha, at
which point the soul will merge back into its original
source-god. 

There are 750 million Hindus in the world, and most
of them live in India. In the UK there are 400,000
Hindus, 160,000 of whom are active in their faith.

Hinduism
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• Hinduism is the world's oldest faith. Hinduism is as
much a "way of life" as a religion and affects every
aspect of life for Hindus from birth throughout their life.

• Hinduism is guided by the teachings of the Vedas,
also believed to be the Revealed words by the Divine
Powers. The Vedas are said to be older than the
creation of the Universe and were given.

• The philosophy of Hinduism is for all times, as old as
creation and as modern as tomorrow. It allows and
accepts varying forms of worship with a tremendous
tolerance of other religious faiths and beliefs. Often a
devotee is urged to study all the paths and variations
to fully understand his own faith.

• Hinduism does not force even the acceptance of
God to its followers. Hindus are not threatened that
they will be punished for not praying/believing the
God. Nothing is unquestionable. 

• Hinduism has no founder and no one scripture.
Hindus do not have one "Holy Book" like many other
religions, but several texts making up a complete
guide on how a person should live.

• Hindus believe that as
all streams and rivers
lead to the same
ocean, all genuine
religious (spiritual)
paths lead to the same
goal, therefore they do
not try to convert others
to their religion.

• Hindus believe in one
God, beyond form,
space and time and beyond human
comprehension. They believe that God is
Transcendant and Imminent at the same time and
will create Itself according to everyones desire
and needs to protect the pious, to detroy the evil
and establish the Divine Rule of Law and Justice.

• Most Hindus, needing a form on which to
concentrate, worship that one God in different
forms, worshiping one aspect of that One Divine
Supreme Truth.

Some interesting
facts about
Hinduism
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Islam is not a new religion, but the same truth that
God revealed through all His prophets to every
people. For a fifth of the world's population, Islam
is both a religion and a complete way of life.
Muslims follow a religion of peace, mercy, and
forgiveness, and the majorities have nothing to
do with the extremely grave events, which have
come to be associated with their faith. Islam is a
religion, which can be followed easily by
everyone, everywhere, in the day-to-day life.

The Arabic word 'Islam' simply means 'submission',
and derives from a word meaning 'peace'. In a
religious context it means complete submission to
the will of Allah; to follow the path as ordained by
Allah. 'Allah' is the Arabic name for God, which is
used by Arab Muslims and Christians alike.

What is the Quran?
The Quran, the last revealed Word of God, is the
prime source of every Muslim's faith and practice. It
deals with all the subjects, which concern us as
human beings: wisdom, doctrine, worship, and law,
but its basic theme is the relationship between God
and His creatures. At the same time it provides
guidelines for a just society, proper human conduct
and an equitable economic system. The Quran
testifies all the previous Holy Books i.e. The Torah
or Tawrat (Prophet Moses), Zaboor (Prophet David)
and Injeel or The new testament of the Bible
(Prophet Jesus).

Why does Islam often seem strange?
Islam may seem exotic or even extreme in the
modern world. Perhaps this is because religion
does not dominate everyday life in the West today,
whereas Muslims have religion always uppermost
in their minds, and make no division between
secular and sacred.

The Muslim population of the world is around one
billion, with almost 2 million Muslims in the United
Kingdom alone.

Islam
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Myth: Allah is a Muslim God.

Reality: Allah is the Arabic word for God and even
Arabic translations of the Bible use the word Allah
as it is grammatically unique in that it has no plural
or gender.

Myth: Jihad means Holy War.

Reality: Jihad comes from the root word jahada,
‘to struggle’. Struggling does not equate to war and
in fact in Islam the greatest Jihad is the struggle
against one’s own desires.

Myth: Muslims are zealots.

Reality: Muslims are encouraged to avoid zealotry
and extremism and establish moderation in all
aspects of life. Allah says in the Quran, “And fight in
the way of God against those who fight against
you, and do not commit excesses. God does not
like those who are aggressive.” (Quran 2:189) 

Myth: Islam is inherently anti-democratic.

Reality: Islamic Law has a series of democratic
procedures through which all decisions are made,
including mutual consultation (shura), creative
thinking (ijtihad), consensus (ijma) and questioning
the leader (amir) if he doesn't govern righteously.

Myth: Muslims are intolerant.

Reality: All prophets are accepted and respected
equally, as Muslims believe all messages were
originally the same. The Quran is the first scripture
that talks about salvation for people of other faiths
and clearly states, “Let there be no compulsion in
religion” (Quran 2:256) 

Myth: Hijab is a sign of oppression.

Reality: Modesty in clothing applies to both
genders, its main purpose being that the interaction
between them is spiritual rather than simply sexual.
Hijab comes from the root word hajaba, ‘to cover’,
and applies not only to clothing but also to the
modesty in a person’s character that is encouraged
in both men and women.

Myth: Islam treats women as inferior to men.

Reality: Islam treats men and women separate but
equal, giving them equal respect whilst recognising
the differences between them. Whilst Islam elevates
the status of women, it is culture that treats women
as inferior to men.

Some interesting
facts about 
Islam
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Judaism is a religion, a culture, and a race that is
4000 years old. It all began in the middle east
when G-d promised Abraham that he would have
numerous descendants and they would be given
the land of Cannan (an area in the middle east) to
live in. 

Every Shabbat (Saturday) we read the Torah
(Old Testament) which is part of the Jewish
bible as well as daily prayer. We have a wide
range of festivals, from Yom Kippur (Day of
Atonement) which is a solemn day when we fast
and repent for the sins of the previous year, to
Purim which is a joyous festival where we
recount the story of the Jewish people being
saved from extinction at the hands of the
Wicked Haman and celebrate by dressing up
and having a huge party. Other festivals include
Succot (Tabernacles) which commemorates the
years the Jewish people spent wandering in the
desert. During this period many Jews erect
temporary shacks like they did in the desert in
which they eat and in some cases sleep in them
- this can get a bit wet when you live in
England! Pesach (Passover) is a week-long
festival during which we recount the story of the
exodus from Egypt and the journey from slavery
to freedom. 

We also have
laws which
govern what we
can and cannot
eat. It is
forbidden to
mix any dairy
product in the
same meal as an meat
product for example and this is something
which we, as Jews, have been doing for
hundreds of years and it is customs like this
and other traditions which have been passed on
through the generations which have helped
hold us together. Within the Jewish community
there is continuous discussion about the
interpretation of the law in the Torah, and how it
should be implemented. But despite our
disagreements community and family are
central to Judaism. 

Judaism
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Rabbi Moshe ben Maimon, (a.k.a. Maimonides)
is generally accepted as one of the most
important Jewish scholars from Medieval times.
He wrote a list of thirteen principles of faith. This
list has been generally accepted by Jews for
centuries as a brief summary of the Jewish faith.
However, the liberal wings of Judaism dispute
some of the 13 today.

• God exists.

• God is one and unique. 

• God is incorporeal. 

• God is eternal. 

• Prayer is to be directed to God alone and to
no other. 

• The words of the prophets are true. 

• Moses was the greatest of the prophets, and
his prophecies are true.

• The Written Torah (first 5 books of the Bible)
and Oral Torah (teachings now contained in
the Talmud and other writings) were given to
Moses. 

• There will be no other Torah. 

• God knows the thoughts and deeds of men. 

• God will reward the good and punish the
wicked.

•  The Messiah will come. 

•  The dead will be resurrected.

Some interesting
facts about
Judaism
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Sikhism was founded by Guru Nanak who
shaped a new, unique and distinct religion
during his lifetime. Under the stewardship of the
Ten Gurus Sikhism was able to gather many
followers from other religions. The Gurus were
strongly believed in religious freedom and
emphasized that the most important thing was
not which faith one followed but the
remembrance of God at all time and the leading
of a decent and honourable life. Due to it's
relatively young nature Sikhism is sometimes
misunderstood to be only a reform movement
or branch of older existing religions. This is
certainly not the case, like all religions there are
some similarities as well as differences. The
Sikh religion today has a following of over 20
million people worldwide and is ranked as the
worlds 5th largest religion. Sikhism preaches a
message of devotion and remembrance of God at
all times, truthful living, equality of mankind and
denounces superstitions and blind rituals. 
"Realization of Truth is higher than all else.
Higher still is Truthful Living." (Guru Nanak, 
Sri Rag)

Main aspects of 
Sikh Religious Philosophy
• There is only one God, he is the Creator,

Sustainer and Destroyer and He cannot take
human form

• The goal of human life is to break the cycle of
birth's and deaths and merge with God. 

• Rejection of all forms of blind rituals such as
fasting, religious vegetarianism, pilgrimages,
superstions, yoga, as well as any form of idol
worship

Sikhism
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The Sikh religion is a blend of Islam and
Hinduism or it is a sect of Hinduism.
Sikhism is a unique revealed religion. It is not
derived from any other religion. It is not a blend
of any two or three religions. Guru Nanak
started a new faith.

Sikhism supports the patriarchal model.
The tenets of Sikhism apply to all Sikhs,
regardless of whether one is a Sikh man or a
Sikh woman. Sikhism demands the equal
treatment and involvement of men and women.

Sikhs are Indian.
Sikhism is a religion. Indian is a nationality.
Those Sikhs born in the United States, Canada,
UK or any other place adopt the nationality of
that country. Sikhism as a religion spans any
such geo-political boundaries.

Sikhs are Hindu.
Sikhism is a unique faith and is not derived from
Hinduism. It is only due to a shared geographic
culture that some ideas or methods may be
similar.

Sikhs are terrorists
Sikhs are against terrorism. Sikhs strongly
condemn killing innocent people. In fact, Sikhs
are commanded to defend the innocent and
fight against oppression.

Special Sikh symbol made up 
of several elements
• The Khanda, which is a double edged sword.

This represents the belief in one God.
• The Chakkar, like the Kara it is a circle

representing God without beginning or end
and reminding Sikhs to remain within the rule
of God.

• Two crossed kirpans representing spiritual
authority and political power.

Some interesting
facts about
Sikhism
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MMoonnddaayy 66tthh
Song workshop
Come along to take part in a Multi-Faith
song for Wednesday’s concert!
1pm, Council Chambers
Alpha course on Christianity
6pm, Council Chambers

Tuesday 7th
Interfaith Dialogue
‘The After Life’
1pm, MR1
Channukah party
3pm, MR1

Wednesday 8th  
Multi-Faith Exhibition
with martial arts displays every half hr!
12-4pm, Main Debating Hall
Multi-Faith Concert
(£2 at the door)
7.30pm, MDH

Thursday 9th
Women in Religion: The Misconceptions
and the Realit ies
1pm, MR1
Buddhism talk & Hindu Meditation
2pm, MR1

Friday .10th
Ananda Marga yoga session
1pm, MR4
What is Islam?
2pm, MR4
Christian Union & Harmony Gospel Choir Carol
Concert 7pm

What’s
going on?
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This week was coordinated by The University
of Manchester Students’ Union in conjunction
with the following societies...

7th Day Adventist Society . Buddhist Society .
Christian Union . First Society . Hindu Society
. Islamic Society . Jewish Society . The Rock .
Foundation . Sikh Society

The individual contributions and performances
are from representatives of the faiths
themselves and not
necessarily

representative of the official society, and aside
from their individual faith’s event, all of the
events taking place throughout the week have
not been endorsed by the societies.

Multi-Faith 
Week
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WWee hhooppee yyoouu eennjjooyy MMuullttii--FFaaiitthh WWeeeekk 22000044!!


